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ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE
TRADING PARTNER AGREEMENT

[MODEL 2]
[DRAFT FROM JUNE 17 MEETING:  NOT REDLINED]

This ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE TRADING
PARTNER AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made as of
[date], [year], by and between [name of party], a [identify
entity legal organizational structure, applicable jurisdiction
and office location(s)], and [name of party], a [identify entity
legal organizational structure, applicable jurisdiction and
office location(s)] (each a "party" and collectively, the "parties")
to facilitate administrative matters exchanged between the
parties ("Transactions") in furtherance of the parties'
communications in support of [describe the uses and/or
agreements that this communication agreement will
support] by providing the option for electronically transmitting
and receiving data in agreed formats.

Section 1.  Prerequisites.

1.1.  Documents and Standards.  Each party may electronically
transmit to or receive from the other party any of the transaction
sets which the parties by written agreement agree to utilize to
effectuate the communications delineated in such transaction
sets (each agreed upon transaction set, a "Document," and
collectively, the "Documents").  The parties may agree to utilize
transaction sets pursuant hereto from time to time by executing
detailed specification exhibits (each, an "EDI Exhibit")
referencing this Agreement, setting forth the applicable
electronic delivery mechanism, including back-up and alternate
electronic delivery mechanisms, if any, and identifying the
transaction sets and all applicable "Receipt Computers," "Digital
Signatures," "Functional Acknowledgments," "Response
Documents," "Providers," and "Functional Acknowledgment
Deadlines" (all as below defined).  Any transmission of data
pursuant to this Agreement which is not a Document, a
Functional Acknowledgment, an electronic delivery mechanism
error notification, or a time-stamp receipt response or record
(collectively, "Data Communications") shall have no force or
effect between the parties.  Each Document shall be transmitted
by one party ("Sender") to the other party ("Receiver").  All Data
Communications shall be made in accordance with the
standards and published industry guidelines (collectively, the
"Standards") identified in the Appendix hereto (the "Appendix").
In the event of a conflict between the body of this Agreement
and the Appendix, the Appendix will govern.  In the event of a
conflict between the body of this Agreement or the Appendix,
and an EDI Exhibit, the EDI Exhibit will govern.

1.2.  Electronic Communication Providers/Costs.  Data
Communications will be effectuated electronically to each party
either directly, or through any third party electronic
communication provider ("Provider") with which either party may
contract as specified in the applicable EDI Exhibit, such as a
value added network provider or an Internet service provider.
Either party may modify its election to use, not use or change a
Provider upon 30 days prior written notice to the other party.

Unless otherwise mutually agreed by the parties herein, each
party shall be responsible for the costs of any Provider with
which it contracts; Sender shall pay all costs associated with the
transmission of Data Communications to the "Receipt
Computer," which shall be that computer designated in the EDI
Exhibit for Receiver, including costs of its Provider, if any, and
Receiver shall pay all costs associated with the retrieval and
receipt of Data Communications, including costs of its Provider,
if any.  Each Receipt Computer shall be identified either as
Receiver's electronic mailbox or uniform resource locator
("URL"), as applicable.  Each party shall be liable for the acts or
omissions of its Provider while transmitting, retrieving, receiving,
storing or handling Data Communications, or performing related
activities, for such party; provided, if both parties use the same
Provider to effect the transmission, retrieval and receipt of Data
Communications, Sender shall be liable for the acts or
omissions of such Provider related to activities associated with
the transmission of the Data Communications and Receiver
shall be liable for the acts or omissions of such Provider related
to activities associated with the retrieval and receipt of the Data
Communications.  This provision does not limit any claim of a
party against any Provider in respect of any act or omission.

1.3.  System Operations and Security Procedures.  The
equipment, software, services and testing necessary to transmit,
retrieve and receive Data Communications shall be at each
party's sole expense.  Each party shall properly use those
security procedures set forth in the Appendix.

1.4.  Digital Signatures.  Each party may adopt as its signature a
digital signature identification ("Digital Signature") consisting of
symbols or codes which are to be affixed to the encrypted
Document or otherwise contained in the Document transmitted
by such party where required by the Standards or as may be
otherwise agreed by the parties.  In cases where a Digital
Signature is required for a Document, the requirement shall be
specified in the applicable EDI Exhibit.  Each party agrees that
the Digital Signature of such party affixed to or contained in any
Document shall be sufficient to verify such party originated such
Document.  Neither party shall disclose to any unauthorized
person the Digital Signature of the other party.

1.5.  Keys.  Unless otherwise specified in the Appendix, each
party shall maintain a "public key," an encryption algorithm
utilized to facilitate private electronic communication which may
be changed from time to time, all in accordance with this Section
1.5 and applicable procedures set forth in the Appendix.  If the
parties are utilizing public keys hereunder, the following
procedures shall apply unless otherwise mutually agreed in the
Appendix.  Each party shall provide to the other party its public
key by either (a) a certified or receipted mail service using a
diskette with the public key contained in an ASCII text file or (b)
an electronic simple mail transfer protocol mail message with the
public key contained in the body or attached thereto.  The public
key shall be verified by the party to whom it is sent by validating
the fingerprint of the public key by telephonic verification
between designated representatives of each party.  As mutually
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agreed in the Appendix, each party shall provide to the other
party a written schedule of the frequency it intends to change its
public key.  If a party desires to change its public key at a time
other than that scheduled, or does not desire to change its public
key as scheduled, such party shall provide at least five business
days prior written notice thereof to the other party; provided,
under emergency circumstances immediate prior notice may be
given.

Section 2.  Transmissions.

2.1.  Proper Receipt.  There shall not be deemed to have been a
"proper receipt" of a Document until accessible to Receiver at
such party's Receipt Computer as evidenced by the receipt by
Sender of the HTTP response initiated by Receiver or, if
applicable, the availability to Sender of other time-stamp receipt
record, in each case indicating complete receipt of the
Document in accordance with any applicable Standards.  The
time-stamp receipt response or record shall include a time-stamp
indicator and information specifying whether or not a complete
file has been received.  The method of time-stamp receipt
response or record to be utilized by the parties shall be set forth
in the Appendix.  No Document shall have any effect (a) for
which the HTTP response is not received by Sender or, if
applicable, the other time-stamp receipt record is not available to
Sender, (b) for which a time-stamp receipt response or record
indicating error is applicable or (c) for which an electronic
delivery mechanism error notification is applicable.

2.2.  Verification.  Upon proper receipt of any Document,
Receiver shall verify that the Document originated from an
authorized trading partner, process the decryption of the
Document, if necessary, and translate the Document in
accordance with the Standards to determine whether the
Document contains all of the required data in proper syntactical
form.  If the Document is verified as from an authorized trading
partner and Receiver's decryption of the Document is
successful, Receiver shall transmit a "Functional
Acknowledgment" to Sender unless otherwise specified in the
EDI Exhibit.  For purposes of this Agreement, a "Functional
Acknowledgment" means a transaction set which confirms (in
the format specified thereby) whether or not all required portions
of the Document are complete and syntactically correct, but
which does not address or otherwise confirm the substantive
content of the Document.  If there has been a proper receipt by
Sender of a Functional Acknowledgment to a Document
indicating error within the "Functional Acknowledgment
Deadline" indicated in the applicable EDI Exhibit for such
Document, the Document may not be relied upon by either party
as an effective Document for any purpose.  If there has not been
a proper receipt by Sender of a Functional Acknowledgment or a
Response Document (below defined) to a Document for any
reason within the "Functional Acknowledgment Deadline"
indicated in the applicable EDI Exhibit for such Document,
Sender shall contact Receiver to determine the status of the
Document and arrange a recommunication of the Document in
accordance with the Standards as may be necessary.

2.3.  Response Document.  By mutual agreement, the parties
may designate in the applicable EDI Exhibit a "Response
Document" transaction set.  A Response Document does not
include the time-stamp receipt response specified in Section 2.1
hereof.  For purposes of this Agreement, a "Response
Document" confirms (in the format specified thereby) whether or
not the substantive content of the corresponding Document
contains valid substantive data to effectuate the communication
pursuant to the applicable uses or agreements set forth in the
preamble hereof.

Section 3.  Transaction Terms.

3.1.  Regulations.  Notwithstanding Section 4.1 hereof, if any
party determines that this Agreement is in conflict with either
that party's existing tariff or an obligation imposed by a
governmental entity exercising jurisdiction over that party, then
the affected party shall give immediate written notice to the other
party defining which terms of this Agreement are affected and
the reasons therefor.  The affected party may also provide notice
of termination of this Agreement as provided in Section 4.1
hereof, effective immediately upon receipt of such notice by the
other party to this Agreement.  Should such conflicts between
this Agreement and any tariff or other governmental obligation
result in the invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of this
Agreement, Section 4.2 shall apply.

3.2.  Validity, Enforceability and Confidentiality.  Any Document
properly transmitted pursuant to this Agreement shall be
deemed to be a "writing" or "in writing" pursuant to applicable
law.  Any Document when containing, or to which there is affixed
to its encryption, a Digital Signature (a "Signed Document") shall
be deemed for all purposes hereunder and at law to have been
"signed." Any Document or Signed Document shall be deemed
to constitute an "original" when printed from electronic files or
records established and maintained in the normal course of
business.  The conduct of the parties pursuant to this
Agreement, including the use of any Document or Signed
Document properly transmitted pursuant to this Agreement,
shall, for all legal purposes, evidence a course of dealing and a
course of performance accepted by the parties in furtherance of
this Agreement and the applicable uses and agreements set
forth in the preamble hereof between the parties.  The parties
agree not to contest the validity or enforceability of any Signed
Document under the provisions of any applicable law relating to
whether certain agreements are to be signed by the party to be
bound thereby.  A Document or a Signed Document, if
introduced as evidence on paper in any judicial, arbitration,
mediation or administrative proceedings, will be admissible as
between the parties to the same extent and under the same
conditions as other business records originated and maintained
in documentary form.  Neither party shall contest the
admissibility of copies of a Document or Signed Document
under either the business records exception to the hearsay rule
or the best evidence rule on the basis that such Document or
Signed Document was not originated or maintained in
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documentary form.  No information contained in any Document
shall be considered confidential except as provided by the
applicable agreements set forth in the preamble hereof between
the parties, other written agreements between the parties or by
applicable law.

Section 4. Miscellaneous.

4.1.  Term.  This Agreement shall be effective as of the date first
set forth above and shall remain in effect until terminated by
either party with not less than 30 days prior written notice
specifying the effective date of termination; provided, should
either party utilize this Agreement for purposes other than the
Transactions contemplated hereby or for any illegal purpose, the
other party may immediately terminate this Agreement by written
notice; provided further, any termination shall not affect the
respective obligations or rights of the parties arising under any
Documents effectively communicated under this Agreement prior
to the effective date of termination.  The provisions of Section
3.2 shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

4.2.  Agreement Not Severable.  If any provision of this
Agreement is determined to be invalid or unenforceable by a
court of law or other applicable administrative agency, then as of
such determination this Agreement in its entirety will be deemed
ineffective and unenforceable by the parties; provided, the
respective obligations or rights of the parties arising from any
Data Communications effected under this Agreement prior
thereto and the provisions of Section 3.2 shall not be affected.

4.3.  Entire Agreement.  As and when executed by the parties,
each EDI Exhibit shall be considered a part of this Agreement.
This Agreement, including the Appendix and each EDI Exhibit
which are incorporated herein by this reference, constitutes the
complete agreement of the parties relating to the matters
specified in this Agreement and supersedes all prior
representations or agreements, whether oral or written, with
respect to such matters.  No oral modification or waiver of any of
the provisions of this Agreement shall be binding upon either
party.  This Agreement is solely for the benefit of, and shall be
binding solely upon, the parties their agents and their respective
successors and permitted assigns.  This Agreement is not
intended to benefit and shall not be for the benefit of any party
other than the parties hereto and no other party shall have any
right, claim or action as a result of this Agreement.  No
forbearance by any party to require performance of any
provisions of this Agreement shall constitute or be deemed a
waiver of such provision or the right thereafter to enforce it.

4.4.  Governing Law.  This Agreement shall be governed by and
interpreted in accordance with the laws of the state
[commonwealth] [province] of [____] [the United States of
America], excluding any conflict-of-law rules and principles of
that state [commonwealth] [province] [the United States of
America] which would result in reference to the laws or rules of
another jurisdiction.

4.5.  Exclusion of Certain Damages.  Neither party shall be liable
to the other for any special, incidental, exemplary or
consequential damages arising from or as a result of any delay,
omission or error in the electronic transmission, retrieval or
receipt of any Documents pursuant to this Agreement, even if
either party has been advised of the possibility of such damages
and REGARDLESS OF FAULT.  Any limitation on direct
damages to software and hardware arising from this Agreement
shall be set forth in the Appendix.

4.6.  Notices.  Unless otherwise expressly provided in this
Agreement, all notices required or permitted to be given with
respect to this Agreement shall be given by mailing the same
postage prepaid or by receipted electronic mail, or given by
facsimile or by courier, to the addressee party at such party's
address set forth in the Appendix.  Either party may change its
address for the purpose of notice hereunder by giving the other
party no less than five days prior written notice of such new
address in accordance with the preceding provisions.

4.7.  Force Majeure.  No party shall be liable for any failure to
perform its obligations hereunder where such failure results from
an act of God or other cause beyond such party's reasonable
control (including, without limitation, any mechanical, electronic
or communications failure) which prevents such party from
transmitting, retrieving or receiving any Documents, and which
by the exercise of due diligence such party is unable to prevent
or overcome.

4.8.  Assignment.  This Agreement may not be assigned or
transferred by either party without the prior written approval of
the other party, which approval shall not be unreasonably
withheld; provided, any assignment or transfer, whether by
merger or otherwise, to a party's affiliate or successor in interest
shall be permitted without prior consent if such party assumes
this Agreement.

Each party has caused this Agreement to be properly
executed in multiple original counterparts on its behalf effective
as of the date first above written.

COMPANY NAME:  ___________________________

BY:  _________________________________________
NAME:  ______________________________________
TITLE:  ______________________________________

COMPANY NAME:  ___________________________

BY:  _________________________________________
NAME:  ______________________________________
TITLE:  ______________________________________
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APPENDIX TO ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE
Applies to All Transaction Types

TRADING PARTNER AGREEMENT DATED                                

1.              IDENTIFICATION AND ADDRESSES:

COMPANY NAME                                                                                                                                                                               
AGENT NAME (IF ANY)                                                                                                                                                                      
STREET ADDRESS                                                                                                                                                                           
CITY                                             STATE/PROVINCE/COMMONWEALTH                                                                                         
ZIP/POSTAL CODE                                                                                                                                                                             
ATTENTION                                                                                                                                                                                        

(Name and Title of EDI System Contact)
PHONE                      FAX                                            E-MAIL                                        

OTHER NOTICE METHOD OR ADDRESS                                                                                                                                         
COMMON CODE IDENTIFIER                                                                                                                                                            

COMPANY NAME                                                                                                                                                                               
AGENT NAME (IF ANY)                                                                                                                                                                      
STREET ADDRESS                                                                                                                                                                           
CITY                                             STATE/PROVINCE/COMMONWEALTH                                                                                         
ZIP/POSTAL CODE                                                                                                                                                                             
ATTENTION                                                                                                                                                                                        

(Name and Title of EDI System Contact)
PHONE                      FAX                                            E-MAIL                                        
OTHER NOTICE METHOD OR ADDRESS                                                                                                                                         
COMMON CODE IDENTIFIER                                                                                                                                                            

2.              STANDARDS: 
Specify all applicable standards, such as the standards of the American National Standards Institute.                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                            

3.              INDUSTRY GUIDELINES:  Specify all applicable published industry guidelines or applicable regulations, such as Gas
Industry Standards Board Version_________, as adopted by the F. E. R. C.                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                            

4.              SECURITY PROCEDURES:                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                            

(a)  Contact for public key exchange:                                                                                                                                                   

(b)  Method of contact for public key exchange (phone, e-mail etc.):                                                                                                    

(c)  Method for public key exchange:                                                                                                                                                   

(d)  Date for submission of scheduled public key exchanges:                                                                                                              

(e)  Scheduled public key exchange procedures, if any:                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                            

(f)  Unscheduled public key exchange procedures:                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                            

(g)  Designated representatives for public key verification:                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                            

5.              METHOD OF TIME-STAMP RECEIPT RESPONSE:                                                                                        

6.              LIMITATION ON DIRECT DAMAGES TO SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE:  Specify, if any.
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EXHIBIT TO ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE TRADING PARTNER
AGREEMENT DATED ______________________________
EXHIBIT DATED __________________________________

List of Transaction Sets

[The parties are to list which Tansaction sets they will utilize and specify if Digital
Signatures are required; this is an example list, no Digital Signatures required.]

Trans
Set Id Transaction Description and ANSI Version

Send (S) or
Receive (R)
By Company

Functional
Acknowledgment
Deadline

Applicable
Response
Document/Trans-
action Set, if any

A Functional Acknowledgment (Transaction set 997) is required for each Document.

Reference is made to the Electronic Data Interchange Trading Partner Agreement between the
undersigned pursuant to which this EDI Exhibit is executed.

COMPANY NAME

____________________________________

BY:  ________________________________
TITLE:  _____________________________

COMPANY NAME

____________________________________

BY:  ________________________________
TITLE:  ______________________________
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EXHIBIT TO ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE TRADING PARTNER
AGREEMENT DATED ______________________________
EXHIBIT DATED __________________________________

Value-Added Network Information

My company will use a Value-Added Network (VAN) as:
Primary EDI Communications
Backup to Internet
Not at all

Electronic Communication Provider and
Receipt Computer:

Company
_____________
_____________

__

Company
_____________
_____________

__

Value Added Network (VAN)
VAN Account Id
Production VAN User ID
Production ISA 06/08 Interchange Id

Interchange Sender/Receiver Ids (ISA06 & ISA08)
The EDI interchange envelope (ISA) directs the transaction to the receiving entity.  It may also
be used by the electronic communication provider for reconciliation.  The company DUNs
number (or DUNs number + a four-digit suffix) is often used as the interchange sender/receiver
id which is translated by the sender or the sender's electronic communication provider.
Functional Group Codes (GS02 & GS03)
The Function Group Header (GS) directs the transaction to the receiving business application
for internal processing.  The sending and receiving application ids (GS02/GS03) will vary by
Transaction.
Functional Acknowledgments
Functional acknowledgments are required.

Reference is made to the Electronic Data Interchange Trading Partner Agreement between the
undersigned pursuant to which this EDI Exhibit is executed.

COMPANY NAME

____________________________________

BY:  ________________________________
TITLE:  _____________________________

COMPANY NAME

____________________________________

BY:  ________________________________
TITLE:  ______________________________
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EXHIBIT TO ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE TRADING PARTNER
AGREEMENT DATED ______________________________
EXHIBIT DATED __________________________________

Value-Added Network Information

VAN TRANSACTION SET INFORMATION
Please attach one copy per transaction set

Transaction Description
Transaction Set Id
Transaction Version

Production Phase Company
_____________
_____________

__

Company
_____________
_____________

   GS02/03 Application Id

Reference is made to the Electronic Data Interchange Trading Partner Agreement between the
undersigned pursuant to which this EDI Exhibit is executed.

COMPANY NAME

____________________________________

BY:  ________________________________
TITLE:  _____________________________

COMPANY NAME

____________________________________

BY:  ________________________________
TITLE:  ______________________________
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EXHIBIT TO ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE TRADING PARTNER
AGREEMENT DATED ______________________________
EXHIBIT DATED __________________________________

Internet Information

My company will use the Internet  as:
Primary EDI Communications
Backup to VAN
Not at all

Electronic Communicaton Provider,
Receipt Computer and any Back-up or Alternate:

Company
_________________
_________________

Company
______________
______________

__
PGP User ID (alpha, spaces, numbers
only; no special characters)
Error URL Address (Optional)
Error URL User Name/Password (Optional)
Error URL Path/Port (Optional)
Backup URL Address (Optional)
Backup URL User Name/Password
(Optional)
Backup URL Path/Port (Optional)
Production ISA06/ISA08 Interchange ID
Production URL Address
Production URL User Name/Password
Production URL Path/Port

Interchange Sender/Receiver Ids (ISA06 & ISA08)
The EDI interchange envelope (ISA) directs the transaction to the receiving entity.  It may also
be used by the electronic communication provider for reconciliation.  The company DUNs
number (or DUNs number + a four-digit suffix) is often used as the interchange sender/receiver
id which is translated by the sender or the sender's electronic communication provider.
Functional Group Codes (GS02 & GS03)
The Function Group Header (GS) directs the transaction to the receiving business application
for internal processing.  The sending and receiving application ids (GS02/GS03) will vary by
Transaction.
Functional Acknowledgments
Functional acknowledgments are required.
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Reference is made to the Electronic Data Interchange Trading Partner Agreement between the
undersigned pursuant to which this EDI Exhibit is executed.

COMPANY NAME

____________________________________

BY:  ________________________________
TITLE:  _____________________________

COMPANY NAME

____________________________________

BY:  ________________________________
TITLE:  ______________________________
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EXHIBIT TO ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE TRADING PARTNER
AGREEMENT DATED ______________________________
EXHIBIT DATED __________________________________

Internet Information

INTERNET TRANSACTION SET INFORMATION
Please attach one copy per transaction set

Transaction Description
Transaction Set Id
Transaction Version

Production Phase Company
_____________
_____________

__

Company
_____________
_____________

   GS02/03 Application Id

Reference is made to the Electronic Data Interchange Trading Partner Agreement between the
undersigned pursuant to which this EDI Exhibit is executed.

COMPANY NAME

____________________________________

BY:  ________________________________
TITLE:  _____________________________

COMPANY NAME

____________________________________

BY:  ________________________________
TITLE:  ______________________________


